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Abstract 
A conforming domain decomposition Chebyshev spectral collocation method is developed for the solution of 
biharmonic-type problems in rectangular domains. Careful selection of the collocation points ensures that the 
solution is C’ pointwise continuous across the subdomain interfaces and that the boundary conditions are satisfied 
identically. 
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1. Introduction 
Biharmonic problems occur in many areas of application such as elastostatics and fluid 
dynamics. When applying spectral methods to such problems in rectangular domains, it is 
sometimes necessary to decompose the domain into subdomains (elements). The aim of the 
present study is to propose a spectral element technique for solving biharmonic-type problems. 
A conforming domain decomposition Chebyshev spectral method for Poisson problems was 
developed in [3]. In this paper the method is extended to biharmonic-type problems. The 
solution is forced to be conforming, i.e., C’ continuous at all points across the subdomain 
interfaces. The second- and third-order normal derivatives are forced to be continuous at only 
a finite number of points on these interfaces. The boundary conditions are satisfied at all 
boundary points following the collocation point selection scheme described in [2]. 
2. The problem and the numerical method 
We consider the elliptic boundary value problem 
V4$(x, Y) =f(x, Y), on the rectangle (a, b) x (A, B), (1) 
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subject to the boundary conditions 
cCi(& Y) =8,(Y), Ur> Y) =h,(y), (2a,b) 
4% Y) =gb(Y)y @,(& Y) =&(y), (2c,d) 
$(x7 A) =&i(X), $$(x, A) =&(x), (2e,f) 
$(x9 B) =&J(x), &(x> B) = h,(x). (2g,h) 
The domain is decomposed into four subregions. Region I is the rectangle [a, zt] X [z,, B], 
region II is the rectangle [a, zr] x [A, z,], region III is the rectangle [zi, b] x [A, z2] and 
region IV is the rectangle [zt, bl X [z2, I?], a <zl <b, A <z2 <Il. 
In each region the solution is approximated by $‘(x, y> where 
$‘(x, y) = 2 : N:nnQX)f;(y), i = I, II, III or IV. (3) 
m=O n=O 
The polynomials f:(x), i = I, II, III or IV, are the shifted Chebyshev polynomials on the 
intervals [a, zl], [a, zr], [zl, bl and [zl, b], respectively. The polynomials f:(y), i = I, II, III or 
IV, are the shifted Chebyshev polynomials on the intervals [ z2, B], [A, z2], [A, z2] and [z2, B], 
respectively. For the approximation to be conforming it is necessary to take M,, = M,, 
M1” = Mm, Nm = Nn, N,, = Ni. The total number of unknowns in the approximations is 
clearly equal to M = (M, + ll(N, + 1) + (M,, + NN,, + 11 + CM,,, + NN,,, + 1) + CM,, + 
NN,” + 1). 
The collocation points in each direction and each region are taken to be the Gauss-Lobatto 
points (see [l]) and we denote these by {XL, yf], k = 0, 1,. . . , Mi, I = 0, 1,. . . , Ni, i = I, II, III or 
IV. From [2], boundary condition (2a) is imposed at Ni + 1 points (i.e., all the collocation 
points on x = a in I) and boundary condition (2b) is imposed at Nt points (on x = a in I). 
Boundary condition (2g) is imposed at M, points (i.e., all the collocation points on y = B in I 
except the first one) and boundary condition (2h) is imposed at M, - 1 points (on y = B in I). 
Following the recommendations of Lanczos [4], the differential equation is collocated at the 
points (xi, y:>, k=2 ,..., M,-2, 1=2 ,..., N, - 2. Identical collocation strategies yield the 
corresponding number of equations in regions II, III and IV. 
The above approach ensures that the boundary conditions are satisfied identically, provided 
that I,!J and the normal derivative $a are polynomials on the boundary. 
The remaining equations needed for the numerical solution are obtained by imposing C3 
continuity of $ across the region interfaces, i.e., C* continuity of the normal derivative at the 
interfaces. We assume that the boundary conditions are satisfied identically. Between regions I 
and II we impose (recall that M, = M,,) 
4+:> z,)=$“(x;,z,), k=l,..., M,-1, (4a) 
+:(x:> z,)=~,$i(x;,z~), k=2 ,..., M,-1, (4b) 
+:,+: 7 z2) = $;;(x;, z2), k = 2,. . . , M, - 2, (49 
&(X: 2 z2) = +;;,,(x;, z2), k = 2,.. ., M, - 2. (4d) 
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Between regions II and III we impose (recall that N,, = N,,,) 
$,“(z,, y/I') = lp(q, yf'), I= l,...,Nn - 1, (5a) 
$J’(z,, y:‘)=+;“(z,, y:y, l=Z...,N,,-1, w 
l+b;‘,(z,, Y:‘)=$;y(z,, Y:I), ~=2,...,~,,-2, (54 
l&(zl, Y:‘)=~~~x(z,, Y:‘), ~=L..,N,,-2. WI 
Between regions III and IV we impose (recall that MI,, = MI”) 
,iii( xi”, z*) = $1” xi*’ ( , z2), k=l,...,M,,,-1, (64 
qq”( xy, 22) = qJ;v XII1 
( k ) z2), 
k = 2,. . . ) M,,, - 1, (6b) 
$I::‘($‘, z2) = +;; xm ( k 7 z2), k = 2,. . . , MI,, - 2, (6c) 
+I:::( x;I, zz) = +;x xm ( k ) z2), k = 2,. . . , M,,, - 2. (6d) 
Between regions IV and I we impose (recall that NIV = N,) 
@“(Zi, Yj”) =e(zl, Y:“), l= L...,4,-2, (74 
(cI;“(zI, Y:“) =+2(z,, Y:“), l= l,...,Nrv- 1, m 
lllgzl, Y:“)=+;,(z,, Y/I”), ~=2,...>J$“-2, (74 
+;yx:,zl, Y:“) =$;&1, Y:“), l=L..,&,-2. (74 
Eq. (da) provides MI - 1 equations and, with the addition of the identical satisfaction of the 
boundary conditions for $ and $, at (a, z2) in I and II, yields enough equations for the 
pointwise continuity of $ across the interface between I and II, i.e., $‘(x, z2) = $“(x, z2). 
Similarly from (5a) we have $Yzi, y> = (cInl(zi, y) and from (6a) we have $m(~, zJ = $‘“(x, 
z2). From the above we have that automatically +‘(zi, z2) = +lv(zl, ~~1, which justifies the 
imposition of (7al at only NIV - 2 points (one less). The above scheme ensures the pointwise 
continuity of CC, across the four interfaces. From (7b1, in exactly the same way as before (by 
using the identical satisfaction of the boundary conditions to get 9, and (clXY at (zi, b)), we 
obtain the identity $~“<z,, y> = +j(zi, y>. Clearly then $~“<z,, z2) =$i(zi, z2) = $i’<z,, 
z,) = (clxlll(zl, z2), which justifies the imposition of (5b) at only N,, - 2 points (one less) and 
which yields (clxl’(zi, y> = $~“(z,, y). 
Suppose that (4b) were imposed at M, - 1 points (instead of M, - 2). Then we would have 
+$x, z2) = $J’<x, z,) and automatically $~“(z,, z2) = $J”<z,, z2) which with (6b) gives $m(x, 
z,) = t,hI”(x, z2). However, this pointwise interface continuity of $X and +Y implies that $J$z,, 
z,> = &z,, zz), CL&, ZJ = IclxI:I(Zi, ZJ, @Yz,, ZJ = 4,‘;<z,, z21, +:;<z,, -zJ = +J,(z,, ZJ, 
i.e., one equation is redundant, which justifies the imposition of (4b) at MI - 2 points (one 
less). This scheme ensures that 4 is pointwise C’ continuous across all four region interfaces. 
Clearly the normal derivatives $,,, and $,,, are continuous at only a finite number of points 
across these interfaces. The above interface continuity scheme provides 4M, + 4Nri + 4Mm + 
4N,, - 36 equations, which means we need four more equations. We choose the collocation of 
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Error in I) at selected points 
L 
4 
5 
6 
0.4126.10-’ 0.1023.10-’ 0.1568.10-2 0.1573.10-2 
0.1154.10~3 0.3275.10p3 0.8877.10-4 0.7501.10~4 
0.2997.10-’ 0.1257.10-4 0.2699.10m5 0.2292.10-5 
the governing equation at one more point in each region, namely (xh,_r, y!>, (~:~~_r, yil,_r), 
<$I, y,:j:,,_r) and (x:~, y:“>. 
3. Test problem 
We applied the collocation strategy described above to the problem 
V4$(x, y) = 24(e” + ey) + (y’ - 1)‘e” + (X2 - 1)2ey + 8((3y2 - l)eX + (3x2 - l)ey), 
on (- 1, 11 x (- 1, 11, subject to the boundary conditions for $ and rc/, corresponding to the 
exact solution of this problem, which is Cc, = (y2 - 1j2e” + (x2 - l)*ey. 
For the purpose of illustrating the convergence properties of the method, in Table 1 we 
tabulate the errors in $I obtained at a selection of points (one in each element) taking 
zr = z2 = 0.2 and M, = M,, = Mm = M,, = N, = N,, = Nm = N,, = L. In addition, we tested the 
continuity properties of the method by comparing the value of the solution and its normal 
derivative at a number of interface test points. As expected there was perfect agreement (to 
within machine precision) between the values corresponding to the two subregions involved. 
4. Conclusions 
A conforming Chebyshev spectral element collocation method was developed for the 
solution of biharmonic-type problems in rectangular domains. This was achieved by carefully 
selecting the number of collocation points across the domain interfaces. This technique is not 
only applicable to biharmonic problems, but to any fourth-order boundary value problem in a 
rectangular domain (for example the streamfunction formulation of the Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions). 
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